We present a novel tool for image data visualization and analysis, Image Hub Explorer. It is aimed at developers and researchers alike and it allows the users to examine various aspects of content-based image retrieval and object recognition under different built-in metrics and models. Image Hub Explorer provides the tools for understanding the distribution of influence in the data, primarily by examining the emerging hub images. Hubness is an aspect of the well-known curse of dimensionality that hampers the effectiveness of many information systems. Its consequences were thoroughly examined in the context of music/audio search and recommendation, but not in case of image retrieval and object recognition. Image Hub Explorer was made with the goal of raising awareness of the hubness phenomenon and offering potential solutions by implementing state-of-the-art hubness-aware metric learning, ranking and classification methods. Various visualization components allow for a quick identification of critical issues and we hope that they will prove helpful in working with large image datasets. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the implemented methods in various object recognition tasks.
upload and share their images online across a wide range of databases and services. A large amount of image data is also captured by remote sensors in various monitoring systems. 1 Visualization plays an essential role in examining large image databases. It helps with detecting and eliminating errors in the data, as well as discovering patterns that help in improving system performance. This paper proposes a new image data visualization tool aimed at feature representation evaluation from the perspective of content-based image retrieval and recommendation, Image Hub Explorer (Fig. 1) . Over the years, many data visualization tools have been developed and we will review other existing approaches in more detail in Section 2.1.
Image Hub Explorer has been designed to help with analyzing close-to-scale-free distributions of image relevance in k-nearest neighbor graphs of large processed image datasets.
Power law degree distributions arise frequently in many real-world influence and interaction networks, like social networks [4] or protein-protein interaction networks [39] . However, it was surprising to see that the k-nearest neighbor (kNN) graphs of many types of intrinsically high-dimensional data tend to exhibit similar scale-free properties [43] [44] [45] . This phenomenon is known as hubness [43] and is considered to be an aspect of the well-known dimensionality curse [6] .
Hubness is an important property of high-dimensional data, as many recommendation and/or retrieval systems are built around the basic idea of returning a "top-k" relevance set for individual queries. Even if the ranking is not explicitly based on a standard metric (like Euclidean/Minkowski or cosine), the task can still be interpreted as returning the k-nearest neighbors for the query item. Therefore, phenomena related to the kNN graph are likely to be of interest when analyzing system performance.
In information retrieval systems, hubs are the examples that the system regards as most relevant for the queries, on average. A skewed distribution of relevance can be quite detrimental for retrieval quality, as rarely retrieved items are under-utilized in the system and some items can even be entirely ignored and never returned as query results.
Hubness was first described in context of music recommendation [3] . Some songs were being very frequently recommended by the systems, even when there was no discernable semantic correlation to the queries. Such query results were acting as noise and were clearly detrimental for the overall recommendation quality. The existence of these hub songs was initially conjectured to be a consequence of using inappropriate feature representations and similarity measures. It was later determined to be a direct consequence of high intrinsic data dimensionality [44] and has since been observed in text mining [34, 53] , time series and sensor data [9, 46] , as well as images [54] .
It is possible to choose the representation and metric in such a way that reduces the overall impact of emerging hubs [19, 51] , but it is not possible to avoid the issue altogether. The initial analysis of hubness in content-based object recognition [54] revealed that different local image feature types exhibit different susceptibilities to hubness and, depending on the domain and context, some might be preferred to others as they induce a more semantically correct k-nearest neighbor topology. Dimensionality reduction techniques can only eliminate hubness if they also induce significant information loss by mapping the data Fig. 1 The image hub explorer experimentation process. Different pairs of metrics and representations are compared on a given dataset by considering their influence on the kNN topology of the data. Various analytic functions are used to determine the potential impact of the change in kNN structure on image retrieval (IR) and object recognition (OR) system performance onto a space of a significantly lower dimensionality than the intrinsic dimensionality of the data [42] .
Strictly speaking, semantic inconsistencies in kNN topologies in image data are not a direct consequence of hubness, as they are believed to be caused primarily by the semantic gap between low-level feature representations and the actual perceived semantics of the data, that the features fail to capture in its entirety. However, lowering the data hubness by hubness-aware metric learning has been shown to be highly beneficial in music recommendation and retrieval [51] , despite the fact that a similar semantic gap can be said to exist in audio data as well [12] . This implies that there might be potential benefits to taking data hubness into account when designing content-based image retrieval and recommendation systems.
Despite the proven significance of hubness for high-dimensional data analysis [42] , no tools were available that would enable researchers to interactively examine hubness in their data and employ hubness-aware learning approaches in order to mitigate its negative effects. This has lead us to design Image Hub Explorer as a tool for examining hubness in image data, while evaluating different image feature representations. The system architecture and use cases will be discussed in more detail in Section 4. An overview of the related work in the field of image data visualization is given in Section 2, while Section 3 introduces the reader to the phenomenon of hubness in more detail and lays foundations for the discussion in the rest of the paper.
Contributions
In this paper, we present an image collection visualization and experimentation software named Image Hub Explorer. Its main objective lies in enabling users (present or future system developers) to quickly detect various types of emerging hubs among the images and pinpoint the principal gradients of misclassification and the major semantic singularities among the queries.
All visualization panels integrate the underlying hubness information in various ways. Image Hub Explorer is based on the Hub Miner library (http://ailab.ijs.si/nenad tomasev/ hub-miner-library/) and implements several state-of-the-art hubness-aware metric learning techniques [51, 57] , hubness-aware classification methods [43, 56, 58, 59] , standard kNN baselines [18, 29, 52, 64] and a recently proposed query result re-ranking procedure [53] .
Image Hub Explorer also offers a novel feature assessment tool that examines the usefulness of individual visual words and outlines the "good" and "bad" textural regions in the images.
Image Hub Explorer is the first interactive graphical tool for examining hubness in image data and data in general. Most of its functionality does not assume a specific underlying representation, so it is possible to use the system not only for images, but also for analyzing other media types.
Our experiments demonstrate that learning from image hubness can be used for improving system performance and we hope that Image Hub Explorer will prove useful in future system design.
Related work

Image data visualization
Similarity-based image data visualization is frequently used in practice [16, 36, 37] . The ImagePlot tool is a typical example (http://flowingdata.com/2011/09/18/ explore-large-image-collections-with-imageplot/). Most approaches focus on exploring different ways of performing similarity-preserving projections of the data onto the plane, as well as the selection strategies that determine which images are to be shown. Images can sometimes be projected onto a pre-defined grid [67] . Similarity search and visualization can both be based either on low-level image features or on the inferred higher-level semantic concepts [68] . Domain knowledge can also be incorporated in the system [11] . Hierarchical systems that allow for a multi-faceted view of the data under varying levels of granularity are also available [55] . More complex search and browsing systems focus on specific users and try to tailor the sets of displayed images based on learned user preferences [41, 71] . Large-scale browsing tools sometimes incorporate different types of projections in order to better represent the data [50] . Finally, it is possible to visualize different information sources at the same time, by projecting the aligned textual data along with the images [24] .
Apart from visualization, many systems have been developed for improving image search. Content-based systems rely on exploiting different types of image features [23, 48, 65] and similarity measures [30, 31] to improve the overall search performance. Content-based systems are widely used, as assigning reliable meta-data to large image datasets remains non-trivial. Relevance feedback is sometimes incorporated in the contentbased image retrieval systems in order to improve their performance [47, 61, 75] . As the emphasis has recently shifted towards scalability in order to handle very large datasets, research is also being done on integrating various hashing and indexing approaches for fast and scalable image search [62, 76] , as well as different indexing techniques.
The existing systems allow for quick browsing through large image collections, but they offer no support for examining image hubs and the skewed distribution of influence. This is not surprising, since hubness is a newly discovered phenomenon and has only recently become a subject of independent study.
Image feature representation
Since Image Hub Explorer enables researchers to evaluate various image representations from the perspective of content-based image retrieval and object recognition, here we briefly review some standard and modern approaches to image feature extraction and representation learning.
In many applications, the image feature extraction process is based on detecting a set of distinctive keypoints in the images and computing the descriptors of their normalized neighborhoods. Different keypoint localization and descriptor extraction strategies yield different local image feature types. Some common examples include SIFT [33] , SURF [5] , BRIEF [10] and ORB [49] features. While these local features can be used to match corresponding regions across images, they are also frequently used to determine a global feature representation of the entire image and this is typically achieved by some form of vector quantization or clustering. Images can then be represented as bags of visual words, somewhat similar to how textual documents are often handled, but with a much smaller vocabulary and lower sparsity.
Representing images as bags of visual words disregards a lot of structural information present in the images and poses a problem of overcoming the semantic gap between the low-level descriptors and the semantics present in the scene, types of objects and how they relate to each other. This has lead researchers to explore other ways of extracting image representations and calculating image similarity. Sparse coding attempts to learn a basis set capturing high-level semantics in the data and learn the sparse coordinates in terms of the basis set [74] . Hierarchical sparse coding makes it possible to achieve good recognition performance on features automatically extracted from image pixels, without using any handcrafted feature descriptors [69] . Instead of having an unstructured image representation, it is possible to establish a hierarchy of concepts with associated attributes and this has been shown to be beneficial and lead to improvements in object recognition performance [72] . Deep representations in form of convolution activation features have also recently been shown to outperform many other state-of-the-art approaches in computer vision [15] .
Due to a large number of existing feature types and implementations, Image Hub Explorer was designed to be mostly feature-independent and can therefore be used to evaluate image data hubness in all of the above mentioned feature representations. The details will be discussed in Section 4. 
Data points that have high occurrence counts exhibit the highest influence on the kNN learning or retrieval/recommendation process. This distribution of influence assumes a longtailed shape in intrinsically high-dimensional data [43] , as suggested by Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 The change in the neighbor occurrence distribution shape with increasing dimensionality, in case of Gaussian mixture data. The increasing skewness results in most data points becoming orphans and a small number of hubs in the long tail of the distribution dominates the analysis Def. Hubness of a particular dataset D is defined as the third standard moment (skewness) of the neighbor occurrence degree distribution and is denoted by SN k and calculated according to (2) .
In principle, high hubness has been shown to hamper various practical machine learning and information retrieval approaches and a low skewness value is preferable. Values of SN k that exceed 1 are considered to be high, by consensus [42] .
The term "hubness" will also sometimes be used for individual data points, denoting their neighbor occurrence frequency N k (x i ).
As a consequence of hubness, most data points end up being orphans or anti-hubs, as they are either not retrieved at all or retrieved very rarely by the system. The k-neighbor sets are instead dominated by a small number of very frequent neighbor points, hubs. The skewed distribution of relevance in the model entails an information loss. Ideally, we would like the system to be able to retrieve all the items from the database that are semantically relevant for the given queries. Unfortunately, some items are never retrieved, so their utility remains limited and not fully exploited. This can be viewed as another consequence of the semantic gap, as the perceived semantic relevance does not correspond well to the relevance implied by the computational models.
As discussed before, not all neighbor occurrences in top-k result sets are desirable or beneficial. Sometimes there are semantic inconsistencies as certain neighbor points are observed in result sets of queries that are not semantically related to those particular items. As no feature representation or metric is perfect, this is quite common in practice. These inconsistencies can easily be measured when working with labeled data. The total neighbor occurrence frequency can be decomposed into "good" and "bad" partial occurrence frequencies based on label matches/mismatches between neighbor points. This is shown in (3), where GN k represents good hubness and BN k bad hubness.
Therefore, good occurrences are those that are well aligned with class affiliation and bad occurrences are those where points from different classes occur as neighbors. Hubnessaware methods often go a step further by building complete class-conditional neighbor occurrence models, based on the occurrence count decomposition shown in (4) .
Susceptibility to hub-centered noise
In some real-world networks, the presence of hubs can increase robustness to random noise [73] , but this also makes scale-free networks much more vulnerable to hub-centered inaccuracies. Small changes in the initial conditions can sometimes substantially harm system performance. We will illustrate this problem by considering the image processing example outlined in Fig. 3 and described in detail in [54] . Figure 3 shows the emergence of 5 major hubs on the iNet3Err quantized SIFT [33] representation along with the nature of their influence. The images were taken as a 3-class subset from the public ImageNet repository [14] (http://www.image-net.org/). In order to determine the optimal bag of visual words vocabulary dimensionality (codebook size), a series of experiments had been run [54] . Quite unexpectedly, system performance deteriorated so much that the basic 5-NN classifier performed worse than zero-rule (assigning all examples to the majority class by default) for the 1000-dimensional case. Subsequent analysis has determined the cause of this pathological behavior to lie in the emergence of several extremely bad pervasive hub images.
In this particular case, the image hubs were erroneously represented by zero-vectors as a result of an I/O error in the feature extraction pipeline. The Manhattan distance from a zero vector to any given quantized image representation remains constant, regardless of Fig. 3 The emergence of top 5 major hubs on the iNet3Err dataset [54] . Under the particular choice of feature representation (SIFT [33] bag of visual words) and metric (Manhattan), noisy feature vectors that resulted as errors in the feature extraction pipeline ended up becoming the major hubs in the data, with increasing dimensionality of the codebook. Their influence was highly detrimental, as most of their occurrences induced label mismatches the codebook size. At the same time, the distances between pairs of images increase on average with increasing dimensionality, causing the zero vectors to become major hubs in the data.
The particular error was easily corrected by re-running the feature extraction component for the images in question and updating the extraction code. It can also be argued that carefully designed image processing systems ought to perform run-time consistency checks to ensure valid data representation. However, this example shows the potential danger that lies hidden in the hubness of the data. Only 5 detrimental hub images had rendered the kNN-based object recognition component effectively useless on a 2731 image dataset.
In general, there is no way of knowing the localization of hub images in the feature space and there is no way to ensure that mislabeled images or noisy representations would not end up being hubs in the resulting kNN topology. More importantly, high bad hubness is not exclusively a consequence of some sort of errors contained in the data. Many realworld datasets have been shown to exhibit high bad hubness [42, 43] under standard feature representations and metrics.
Origins of hubness and advances in hubness-aware learning
It was demonstrated that intrinsically high-dimensional data with finite and well-defined means has a certain tendency for exhibiting hubness [43] [44] [45] and that changing the similarity measure can only reduce, but not entirely eliminate the problem. Boundary-less high-dimensional data does not necessarily exhibit hubness [32] , though this case does not arise often in practical applications. It can be said that hubness is expected to arise with increasing intrinsic dimensionality, under certain reasonable assumptions. Yet, as demonstrated in [32] , it is possible to generate certain types of synthetic data that would not exhibit hubness even in high dimensions. When present in the data, hubness emerges partly due to distance concentration [21] , as it becomes more difficult to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant results for any given query.
For reasons outlined above, the focus is slowly shifting towards a hubness-aware algorithm design, where the algorithms are robust to underlying data hubness. The idea is to learn the neighbor occurrence distribution on the training data and infer models that help with interpreting the semantics of neighbor occurrences on unseen examples. Hubness-aware algorithms have been proposed for clustering [60] , data reduction [9] , classification [56, 58, 59] , metric learning [51, 57] , document retrieval and ranking [53] .
Image hub explorer
Despite the recent advances in hubness-aware algorithm design, there existed no publicly available tools that would allow the developers to test and evaluate these hypotheses on their own data and in their own systems.
We have developed Image Hub Explorer in order to enable other researchers to perform an in-depth analysis of the distribution of influence in their own data, based on the currently available state-of-the-art hubness-aware methods.
A demo video of Image Hub Explorer usage is available at: http://youtu.be/ LB9ZWuvm0qw and a detailed usage guide with documentation is going to be available along with the other resources at: http://ailab.ijs.si/tools/image-hub-explorer/.
Image Hub Explorer embeds 4 types of functions in its graphical user interface:
-Visualize large image collections and explore global data properties.
-Detect and examine the centers of influence in each class.
-Interpret the observed similarities by feature assessment.
-Solve the detected issues by selecting the best feature representation and metric and by utilizing the available hubness-aware approaches.
Image Hub Explorer allows the users to experiment with different pairs of metrics and feature representations and to assess the consequences of the structural change in the kNN topology and the distribution of influence in the data. These changes might either increase or decrease the performance of both image retrieval (IR) and object recognition (OR) systems.
System architecture
Image Hub Explorer tool is based on the Hub Miner library (http://ailab.ijs.si/nenad tomasev/hub-miner-library/), a recently developed java library optimized for working with k-nearest neighbor methods and learning under the assumption of hubness in intrinsically high-dimensional data. 2 The Hub Miner library consists of more than 100.000 lines of code and over 500 java classes. It supports both dense and sparse data representations and also includes a pipeline for generating a bag of visual words representations for image data based on local image descriptors, like SIFT features [33] . Multi-threading is well supported, so many analytic tasks can run in parallel.
There are also a few external dependencies. Multi-dimensional scaling is performed by the MDSJ library developed at the University of Konstanz [40] . Graph drawing is performed by the JUNG library (http://jung.sourceforge.net/). Charts that are used to illustrate certain data properties are displayed via JFreeChart (http://www.jfree.org/jfreechart/).
Image Hub Explorer GUI offers several different views of the data, tailored for different steps in the analytic process. We will examine each data view separately in Section 4.3. These views all hold the references to the same underlying set of data structures and are updated automatically if some re-calculations occur that change some of the shared objects.
The objects that are shared among the views include the currently selected image, browsing history, the primary and secondary distance matrices, feature representations (if available), the list of kNN graphs over a range of different neighborhood sizes, as well as k-dependent lists of hubness-related statistics and charts. The actual images are loaded in batches from the disk when needed, in order to reduce the overall memory consumption.
The organization of the content in individual views is performed by several customized JPanel classes that are used for an interactive display of image content. There is a clear separation between the visual components and the underlying algorithmic implementations, as the Image Hub Explorer GUI does not in itself contain any explicit data mining code. All modeling is performed by invoking the appropriate classes and methods in the underlying Hub Miner library.
Test data
We have used the Image Hub Explorer system to visualize and analyze several publicly available image datasets. We will demonstrate its functionality in Section 4.3 on the examples taken from the Leeds Butterfly dataset [63] (http://www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/scs6jwks/ dataset/leedsbutterfly/). We have also analyzed the image data of the 17 flowers dataset [38] , Caltech101 [17] , Essex face database (http://cswww.essex.ac.uk/mv/allfaces/faces96.html) and several subsets of the ImageNet repository [14] .
In our experiments, we have used the bag-of-visual-words representations based on several standard local image feature types. While the classification experiments in Section 5 have been performed on quantized SIFT feature representations [33] , use cases of Image Hub Explorer in Section 4 have also been demonstrated on SURF [5] , BRIEF [10] and ORB [49] quantized representations. The analysis would run similarly for other local feature types as well. Feature extraction was performed via OpenCV (http://opencv.org/) and the quantized representation was generated by using the processing pipeline in the Hub Miner library. A 400-dimensional codebook was obtained by K-means++ clustering [2] on a random sub-sample of features taken from all the images. Different codebooks were generated for different image datasets.
Visualization and interactive analysis
Image Hub Explorer has four main screens: Data Overview, Class View, Neighbor View and Search (Fig. 4) . The Feature Assessment panel can be invoked for individual images through the menus above. We will examine each system function individually, grouped by the views they are available from. 
Representations and metrics
The purpose of Image Hub Explorer is to allow for experimentation with different feature representations and metrics. In order to make this possible, most of its design is representation-independent. An explicit feature representation is not required for most of the supported analytic tasks. The exceptions are search (Section 4.3.6) and feature assessment (Section 4.3.5). All other functions require merely the distance matrix along with the list of class assignments and possibly thumbnails and images for visualization.
This was done in order to avoid the potential difficulties with having to explicitly factor in every possible feature type, as that would have raised certain issues. For instance, a user would not be able to experiment with a feature type that is not explicitly supported. However, since most of Image Hub Explorer is representation-independent, such problems can not arise.
Even though the analysis is based on the k-nearest neighbor sets and the distance matrix, the users are not required to calculate those objects themselves. If a feature representation is provided in one of the supported input formats (ARFF [26] , CSV, TSV), many primary and secondary metrics are available and both the distance matrix and the kNN lists can be quickly calculated by the system by invoking the respective multi-threaded methods.
The following frequently used primary metrics are built in: Manhattan, Euclidean, cosine, Tanimoto, symmetrized Kullback-Leibler divergence, Bray-Curtis and Canberra [42] .
The distance concentration phenomenon is a well-known aspect of the dimensionality curse and many standard metrics concentrate and can not be reliably used for making distinctions between relevant and irrelevant points for queries on intrinsically high-dimensional data [1, 21] .
The use of secondary metrics can help in mitigating the arising difficulties. The idea is to take the original primary distance matrix on input and learn a better distance model. Image Hub Explorer offers 5 different secondary metrics: simcos s [27] , simhub s [57] , mutual proximity (MP) [51] , NICDM [28] and local scaling [70] .
Mutual proximity [51] and simhub s [57] are two recently proposed hubness-aware metric learning approaches. MP is based on estimating the pairwise probabilities of points becoming each other's nearest neighbors. On the other hand, simhub s introduces weights based on the neighbor occurrence self-information and the reverse neighbor set homogeneity into the standard shared neighbor distance framework (simcos s ).
Any primary distance measure can be used to learn a secondary distance model, so it is possible to learn 35 different secondary models for any given feature representation.
Data overview screen
The Data Overview screen offers a high-level overview of the data and its main properties under the current feature representation and metric.
The Projection Panel shows a 2D visualization of the image data and allows the users to browse through the central data points. Images are projected onto the viewing panel by a multi-dimensional scaling (MDS) [8] procedure. An example can be seen in Fig. 4 .
Two things differentiate our approach from the data overview approaches in other similar visualization tools: the selection of representatives and the background landscape.
Image Hub Explorer calculates the total occurrence frequency of each image and selects a certain number of hubs for display in the Projection Panel. Therefore, only the most influential images are shown, those that have the potentially highest impact on system performance.
The background landscape is calculated based on the average good and bad hubness of different regions in the projected feature space. Naturally, the green color corresponds to good hubness and the red one to bad hubness. The landscape is generated in two steps. The first step is a sort of a Gaussian blur, implemented efficiently, as in [20] . The panel is split into buckets by a grid and each image is assigned to its bucket according to the (x, y) coordinates obtained by applying the MDS. Each pixel is assigned its good hubness weight w G,k and bad hubness weight w B,k . Within each bucket B, the weight of each pixel is determined by the rule given in (5) .
If either of the two weights are non-zero for a given pixel (i.e. the bucket contains some points), the green component of the RGB representation of the color in the pixel is given by g(x, y) and the red component as its complement r(x, y), as per (6) .
After this initial stage, a two pass box blur is performed in order to further soften the landscape. Box blur sets the color of each pixel in the image to be the average color of its neighboring pixels. It is a low pass convolution filter.
One such landscape is generated for each neighborhood size k, as it depends on good and bad hubness that are k-dependent quantities. One of the main features of the application is the slider-selector for neighborhood size, which allows the user to quickly change among different k-values and observe the differences in all quantities and all tabular views of the application.
All images are shown within the frames that are colored according to their class. This makes distinguishing between different classes easier for small displayed thumbnails in various screens. All images in all the views can be selected by mouse clicks and in those cases a full image is shown in the appropriate place.
The quantities that are shown on the Data Overview tab (Fig. 4 ) are as follows: data size, the number of classes, neighbor occurrence frequency distribution skewness (hubness), neighbor occurrence frequency distribution kurtosis, entropy of the direct and reverse neighbor sets, skewness of the entropy distribution, percentage of points that occur at least once as neighbors, percentages of hubs, orphans and regular points, degree of the major hub in the data and the percentage of label mismatches in k-neighbor sets (bad hubness). The neighbor occurrence frequency distribution is also given in a separate plot below for easier interpretation.
The users can easily export the lists of hubness-related statistics for the entire range of neighborhood sizes and analyze them more thoroughly. Figure 5 shows the probability that an image is retrieved for a range of possible result set sizes. It can be seen that approximately 15 % of quantized SIFT images are not retrieved even once in top-10 result sets. In fact, less than 50 % of quantized SIFT images are retrieved more than 5 times for k = 10. If the distribution of neighbor occurrences were Gaussian, we would expect about 50 % of images to be retrieved at least k times, but this is not the case and this is a consequence of hubness. This is even more pronounced in the corresponding BRIEF quantized representation, where Fig. 5 The probability that an image is retrieved at least once in a top-k result set, across several quantized feature representations about 20 % of the images are not retrieved at least once in top-50 result sets, which is a significant information loss. Best retrieval ratio on this particular dataset is achieved when using the ORB quantized feature representation.
The overall skewness of the neighbor occurrence distribution decreases with increasing neighborhood sizes. However, here it remains non-negligible (higher than 1) even for k = 50, as can be seen in Fig. 6 . There is an apparent difference in the induced hubness among different feature representations and on this data the quantized BRIEF feature representation achieves the highest hubness and the quantized ORB feature representation achieves the lowest hubness. This corresponds well to the observed retrieval probabilities that have previously been examined in Fig. 5 .
The proportion of label mismatches in k-nearest neighbor sets is rather high on this particular dataset, for all examined feature representations, under standard metrics. Figure 7 shows the bad hubness of the data, as it slowly increases with increasing k-values. The quantized BRIEF feature representation again achieves the least desirable performance on this data, while the ORB representation achieves the lowest bad hubness scores over the entire range of examined neighborhood sizes.
These examples illustrate how this panel of Image Hub Explorer can be used to quickly compare the general utility of different image feature representations, before delving into . 7 The probability that an image induces a label mismatch in a top-k result set, across several quantized feature representations a deeper analysis. While it is true that these general overviews can be automatically generated without user intervention (and thus, without a need for a GUI component), it is still useful to include such functions in the tool, in order to support various types of analysis simultaneously.
Class view
The Class View (Fig. 8 ) enables the users to inspect different classes separately, as well as compare them, based on their point type distributions. Image Hub Explorer generates lists of major hubs, good hubs and bad hubs for each image class. Beneficial and detrimental centers of influence can therefore be very easily detected, selected and examined. Within each class, we can distinguish between different types of points [35] : safe points are those that are easily properly classified by kNN methods, as they are contained in class interiors. Borderline points exist in the borderline regions between different classes and are much more difficult to handle. Rare points and outliers have most of their neighbors belonging to different classes and are extremely difficult for labeling.
An example can be seen in Fig. 9 , where the point type distributions of three different image classes are compared, based on the results shown in the Class View. In this particular case, images of Heliconius erato seem to be much more difficult to handle than those of Danaus plexippus, in all examined feature types. However, there are notable differences in class difficulty between different feature types. While most instances of Danaus plexippus images are interior class points in the quantized SIFT representation, most instances of Danaus plexippus images are rare points in the examined quantized BRIEF feature representation. On the other hand, Heliconius charitonius images are best handled in the quantized SURF representation, while the images of Heliconius erato seem to be best handled in the quantized ORB feature representation.
Some pairs of classes are more difficult to distinguish than others and this can be analyzed by considering the class-to-class k-neighbor occurrence matrix, which is shown on the right side of the Class View. It is displayed in form of a table and the color of individual 
Neighbor view
The Neighbor View allows the user to pinpoint the critical subsets of points and examine the nature of their influence. A screenshot is given in Fig. 10 .
Any selected image can be inserted into the local visualized subgraph of the kNN graph of the data, for the given neighborhood size. Moving the k-selection slider in the Data Overview screen automatically updates the graphs, so it is possible to examine the k-dependent changes in the local topology.
Apart from adding images one by one, the interface also supports an option of adding all neighbors of any selected image, as well as all of its reverse nearest neighbors. Directed edges represent neighbor relations. The weights on the edges correspond to the distance between the selected points in the selected metric.
The neighbor k-occurrence profile for the selected image is shown as a colored pie chart in the upper right corner of the view. The current lists of k-nearest neighbors and reverse k-nearest neighbors are shown below.
The Neighbor View helps in visualizing the influence of hub points, as shown in Fig. 11 , where one bad hub image is shown, along with a set of its reverse k-nearest neighbors. In this case the Artogeia rapae image that is shown in the middle acts as a neighbor only to points that are not from its own class (species), which is obviously detrimental to kNN-based analysis. The occurrence frequency of all images varies across different feature representations and here we can see that an image that is a medium-sized hub in one feature representation can be a regular point in another feature representation and an orphan in yet another feature representation.
While some of the previously outlined Image Hub Explorer functions could have been made accessible without a graphical interface, the Neighbor View offers an easy way to browse through the k-nearest neighbor graph in order to examine the structure of the induced relevance more closely and detect possible issues on the image level. Coupled with the information from the hub lists in the Class View, this can lead to a semi-supervised detection of mislabeled and noisy image representations, as well as key problems with the feature design, after the visual word distributions in the images are more closely analyzed, which is the topic of Section 4.3.5. p . Visual words that occur with almost equal frequency across a wide set of different categories are not very informative for object recognition, as they do not carry much discriminative information. The most informative visual words are those that occur almost exclusively within the images from a single category. This was the motivation for defining the following codebook goodness scores:
Feature visualization and assessment panel
Within the Image Hub Explorer, users can inspect individual visual words and their classconditional occurrence profiles, that are displayed in form of pie charts.
More importantly, Image Hub Explorer offers a possibility to visualize the distribution of informativeness on each image individually. Figure 12 shows one such example. A grid is superimposed on the image region, dividing it into a set of rectangular boxes. The average goodness of all the local descriptors found within a box is used to determine its average color on the display. The landscape of informativeness is then generated by the same approach that was discussed in Section 4.3.2 for generating the MDS projection landscape, including the multiple passes of convolution filters. The green color is used to denote regions with high discriminative information content and the red one for the regions that do not contribute to object recognition. Figure 12 shows how the feature assessment and visualization components works for SIFT features in case of recognizing Danaus plexippus butterfly specimens. The textural regions around the black veins on the butterfly's wings are judged to be the most informative by the system. This is indeed a highly distinctive feature of the particular species. Similarly, for Heliconius charitonius the system determines that the white stripes on otherwise black butterfly's wings carry highly discriminative visual information.
Different datasets and quantized representations have a different distribution of goodness/badness among visual words. The entropy distribution of codebook occurrences also varies. Figure 13 shows the codebook entropy distribution for the Leeds Butterfly dataset, as well as iNet3 (see Section 4.2 for more detail). Most visual words in the studied data representations are not very discriminative as features, as they have a high average occurrence entropy. In such cases, proper data preprocessing and feature selection/weighting are an important step in system design.
Search and ranking
Image Hub Explorer system allows the users to query the image database by new images. It extracts the features for the selected image, generates the bag-of-visual-words representation based on the loaded codebook and retrieves the top-k result set from the database, a set of most similar images based on the currently selected metric. The Search View is shown in Fig. 14 .
Several k-nearest neighbor models are trained on the data and employed in order to determine the label of the query image: kNN [18] , FNN [29] , NWKNN [52] , AKNN [64] , hw-kNN [43] , h-FNN [59] , HIKNN [56] and NHBNN [58] . 3 HIKNN, h-FNN, NHBNN and Fig. 14 The search screen of image hub explorer. Apart from supporting the basic query functionality, the system offers label suggestions based on the output of several kNN classification models, as well as a hubness-aware secondary re-ranking procedure hw-kNN are the hubness-aware kNN classifiers designed specifically for handling intrinsically high-dimensional data. The k-nearest neighbor methods are not the only approach to object recognition, but some recent results suggest that good results can be achieved by employing the k-nearest neighbor methodologies [7] .
The inclusion of various classification models allows the users not only to determine the labels of the query images, as these are sometimes known in advance, but also to compare how different classification approaches handle certain types of points. This makes it possible to select the most appropriate approach for future deployment in the IR/OR system.
It is important to rank the retrieved images in such a way that best reflects the underlying semantics, i.e. so that the most relevant images are shown first. However, due to the hubness phenomenon, many results emerge that act as noise and reduce the system performance. A hubness-aware self-adaptive secondary re-ranking has recently been used in report retrieval for semi-automatic bug duplicate detection [53] . We have adapted the approach to the general case of re-ranking arbitrary result sets by removing the temporal component from the original model. The idea is simple: take the original ranking that was based on some similarity measure and use the prior hubness information to re-calculate the similarities. The new similarity scores are then re-sorted and a new ranking is reached. This is shown in (8) .
Re-calculating the similarities based on Equation 8 results in increasing the distance between the query image and the bad image hubs, those images whose labels often differ from the labels of their reverse k-neighbors on the training data.
System applicability
Data domains
Many features of Image Hub Explorer do not assume any specific underlying feature type and can work with arbitrary data points, not just images. If the images are not available, the system prints out filled rectangles with object names shown in the middle instead. Furthermore, most functions operate even if the feature representation itself is not provided. What is required in that case is only the distance matrix and the class affiliation information.
If the visualization is performed on image data, as is the primary purpose of the system, the distances can still be calculated from other aligned feature types instead. For example, the distances can be obtained from image captions and embedding paragraphs, if these are provided. This sort of meta-data is frequently available in systems that work with online image search and retrieval, as they fetch the images from web pages that also have some correlated textual content.
Supported image feature representations
While most functions of Image Hub Explorer operate on generic feature representations and can therefore handle generic image feature representations as well, some functions have been designed with a specific class of image feature representations in mind, namely the quantized bag-of-visual-words representations that have been derived from bags of local image features. SIFT [33] , SURF [5] , BRIEF [10] and ORB [49] quantized feature representations have been examined in this paper, though it is possible to use other local image feature types as well.
Image Hub Explorer components that do not support generic feature representations and currently assume that the images are represented via quantized local feature representations are the feature visualization and assessment panel (Section 4.3.5) and the query component (Section 4.3.6). The feature visualization and assessment component requires a visual word vocabulary to be loaded and it examines the utility of individual visual words. The query component, on the other hand, allows the users to query the database with new images and it therefore needs to know which features to extract and how to prepare the image representation. The query component could, in principle, be extended to extract and use any image feature type. However, including many feature type extractors from many libraries would significantly increase the number of dependencies of the tool, which would make it more difficult to build and deploy. The default feature extraction support is therefore limited, but can be extended by the system users, since Image Hub Explorer is an open-source tool and the code is distributed along with the binaries.
Scalability
Calculating all the kNN sets is the most computationally intensive task in the Image Hub Explorer tool. The Hub Miner library currently implements the approximate divide and conquer method based on recursive Lanczos bisection [13] . The time complexity of the procedure is (dn 1+τ ), where τ ∈ (0, 1] reflects the quality of the approximation. Earlier experiments have shown that the resulting kNN graphs can be effectively used for neighbor occurrence modeling in hubness-aware methods [56] .
Another possibility is to use locality sensitive hashing (LSH) [25] in order to achieve the desired speed-up. This would allow the analysis to be carried out on very large image datasets.
Scalability is especially important as a typical use case where the capabilities of Image Hub Explorer are fully utilized would be to generate and compare a series of feature representations generated with different parameters and possibly different feature types. This is only possible if the individual iterations in the evaluation process are effective enough to take no more than some reasonable amount of time with regards to the time frame of the project. Therefore, the feature extraction and representation learning process itself can become a potential obstacle in very large datasets. In these cases, random sub-sampling should be considered in order to expedite the process, unless this leads to under-representing some classes in the data in those cases when the number of classes is exceedingly large.
It should be noted, though, that even in such very large scale problems that prevent experimentation with a large number of feature extraction and representation learning methods it is still possible to use Image Hub Explorer to compare the distribution of induced relevance under different implemented primary and secondary metrics and to experiment with the implemented hubness-aware metric learning approaches in order to see whether they are capable of generating kNN topologies of higher semantic consistency.
Metric learning approaches implemented in Image Hub Explorer can also be time consuming if derived from the exact kNN sets, but simcos s [27] and simhub s [57] can actually be computed from the approximate kNN sets as well, with similar quality. Mutual proximity [51] can also be calculated approximately from a subset of the distances and such approximate implementations are available in the underlying Hub Miner library.
Finally, certain large scale image datasets might pose a memory issue in the default implementation that loads all the image thumbnails during workspace initialization. However, this can easily be modified so that the thumbnails are loaded only when they need to be displayed, which would slightly reduce the responsiveness of some graphical components, but would enable the users to handle even larger datasets.
Hubness-aware classification in object recognition
In this Section we demonstrate how hubness-aware approaches can be used to improve the effectiveness of k-nearest neighbor classification in object recognition, by evaluating a series of hubness-aware implementations that are available in Image Hub Explorer. We have compared the classification accuracy of the following approaches on a series of object recognition tasks: kNN [18] , FNN [29] , hw-kNN [43] , h-FNN [59] , HIKNN [56] , NHBNN [58] and RRKNN. Re-ranked kNN (RRKNN) is a regular kNN classifier that uses the hubness-aware re-ranking [53] available in Image Hub Explorer (as described in Section 4.3.6) and re-ranks the top-k results prior to making a classification decision, which is then based on the top ranked subset of the original k-nearest neighbor set. This embedded implementation represents a way of assessing the utility of the proposed ranking, as it has not been used before in the context of image ranking and/or object recognition. By default, the smaller neighborhood that the classification is based upon in RRKNN is taken as the half of the original kNN set.
The classification approaches were evaluated on a selection of image datasets: several subsets of the ImageNet repository [14] , the Leeds Butterfly dataset [63] , the 17 flowers dataset [38] , Caltech101 [17] , and the Essex face database (http://cswww.essex.ac.uk/mv/ allfaces/faces96.html), as mentioned previously in Section 4.2. Each image was represented as a 400-dimensional SIFT bag-of-visual words extended by a 16-dimensional global color histogram. A summary of the main data properties is given in Table 1. A skewness value (SN k ) exceeding 1 is an indicator of high data hubness according to the established conventions [42] and many image datasets seem to exhibit significant hubness under this quantized feature representation. This results in some unexpectedly frequent neighbor points. For example, in the Caltech101 dataset the most frequent 5-neighbor hub occurs in 29.1 % of all 5-NN sets. The only examined image dataset that does not exhibit any visible hubness is the Essex Faces image database, as the overall skewness of k-neighbor occurrences is merely 0.19. This is due to the nature of the dataset, as all of the people that had their pictures taken where photographed in front of very simple backgrounds, in order to reduce the noise that might have otherwise resulted if the backgrounds were allowed to vary.
The implemented hubness-aware approaches were compared with the baseline kNN. The comparisons were performed for neighborhood sizes k = 5 and k = 10. The results are shown in Table 2 . All experiments were performed as 10-times 10-fold cross-validation. The corrected re-sampled t-test was used to test for statistical significance. All algorithms were run with the default parameter options, as proposed in the original papers.
The evaluation reveals that taking hubness into account helps with k-nearest neighbor classification in object recognition. RRKNN and HIKNN seem to be most promising among the examined classification approaches on this batch of object recognition tasks. Hubnessaware k-nearest neighbor classification approaches have clearly outperformed the standard kNN baseline. Scores that are statistically significantly better/worse (p < 0.01) than kNN are denoted by •/•, respectively. The smaller and larger neighborhood sizes used in RRKNN are given in brackets. The best result in each line is given in bold A comparison between the achieved macro-averaged F 1 -score [66] shows that even the simple hubness-aware re-ranking scheme [53] helps with improving the F 1 M and achieves good performance in class-imbalanced classification (Fig. 15) .
Not all images are equally difficult for object recognition and hubness-aware k-nearest neighbor classification improves the precision of classifying difficult examples, those that lie far from class interiors. This can be seen in Fig. 16 . Hubness-aware learning is not limited only to k-nearest neighbor classification, as hubness in intrinsically high-dimensional data has a geometric interpretation, due to the fact that hubs tend to lie closer to local cluster means. Due to a common cluster assumption violation in high-dimensional data, these hub points need not be central to a particular class, but can also lie in a borderline region between different categories. It has been shown that these bad hubs often act as support vectors in SVM-s [22, 44] . This property can be exploited for hubness-aware instance selection and instance weighting for SVM classification. Similar instance weighting approaches have been shown to improve boosting of CART decision trees, by focusing on regular points instead of hubs in early boosting iterations [44] . These implementations are currently not a part of Image Hub Explorer and Hub Miner, though we intend to include various types of classifiers in future updates. These initial experiments show that hubness-aware learning represents a promising direction for classification in intrinsically high-dimensional data and object recognition from images in particular and that it should be taken into consideration in future recognition systems. Re-ranking and hubness-aware voting improve the classification precision on outliers and isolated, difficult points. All methods achieve comparably good performance within the class interiors
Conclusions and future work
Image Hub Explorer is a novel tool for evaluating the utility of various image feature representations and metrics, from the perspective of associated hubness and the distribution of relevance in top-k result sets in content-based image retrieval and classification.
Image data exhibits substantial hubness in various standard quantized feature representations. The semantic gap that exists between the low-level feature representations and the actual perceived semantics of the images can be potentially emphasized by data hubness, as hubness increases the potential scope of error propagation. This is why it is important to be able to estimate the consequences of hubness in practical applications.
Image Hub Explorer allows the users to quickly pinpoint the centers of influence within their image data and carefully examine how hubness affects the quality of image retrieval and object recognition. The system design allows the developers to experiment with different representations and metrics and find the potential solutions for the arising problems.
Image Hub Explorer is the first interactive graphical tool for examining hubness in image data and data in general, introducing several novelties. A novel way for selecting image representatives for visualization is employed along with a novel hubness-based way of generating the background for the data projection panel. In individual image analysis, a novel feature assessment and visualization tool is proposed, that allows the users to detect the most discriminative textural regions in the images, under the current semantic context.
Image Hub Explorer implements many state-of-the-art hubness-aware methods for metric learning and classification, as well as a secondary re-ranking procedure for improving the semantic consistency of the image query result sets.
We have demonstrated the potential usefulness of taking image hubness into account by an evaluation of several state-of-the-art hubness-aware classification approaches on a series of object recognition tasks. The comparisons have confirmed that the hubness-aware method substantially outperform the kNN baseline on the analyzed image datasets. Most improvements have been shown to stem from a better handling of non-central and rare types of images, which is important in class-imbalanced classification.
We intend to further extend the current version of the software by fully supporting textto-image and image-to-text search via the kernel canonical correlation analysis (KCCA), as well as integrate more local image feature types in the feature extraction pipeline. Also, we intend to perform an in-depth user study in the future, once enough people start using the system -and exploit the feedback in order to improve the overall design and functionality of Image Hub Explorer.
